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Hurricane Ian and Taxes: How CPAs 

and Tax Pros Can Help Their Clients 

With the IRS providing tax relief for victims of Hurricane lan, CPAs and other 

advisors are likely to get hit with questions. Here's everything you need to 

know to help your impacted clients get the financial relief they need. 

Daniel F. Rahill, CPA, JD, LL.M., CGMA. Oct. 13,2022 

In the wake of the damage caused by Hurricane Ian, the IRS announced that 

victims impacted by the disaster now have until Feb. 15, 2023, to file various 

individual and business tax returns and make payments. Qualifying 



individuals and households include those that reside or have a business 

anywhere in the states of Florida, South Carolina, and Georgia. 

Many CPAs and other financial advisors likely have clients that own properties 

or businesses in these states. To help you navigate any questions that arise 

from these clients, here's a rundown on the postponed deadlines, available tax 

relief, and more. 

Postponed Tax Deadlines 

Deadlines falling on or after Sept. 23, 2022, and before Feb. 15,2023, are 

postponed through Feb. 15, 2023. This includes individuals who had a valid 

extension of Oct. 17, 2022, to file their 2021 return. However, the actual tax 

payments originally due on April 15 aren't eligible for any relief. The Feb. 15, 

2023, deadline also applies to: 

• 	 Quarterly estimated tax payments originally due onJan. 17,2023. 

• 	 Quarterly payroll and excise tax returns originally due on Oct. 31, 2022, and 

Jan. 31, 2023. 

• 	 Businesses with an original or extended due date, including calendar~year 

corporations whose 2021 extensions run out on Oct. 17,2022. 

• 	 Form 5500 Series returns that were originally due on or after Sept. 15,2022, 

and before Feb. 15, 2023 (in the manner described in Section 8 of Rev. Proc. 

2018-58). 

• 	 Like~kind exchange properties for certain taxpayers who aren't otherwise 

affected taxpayers (this may include acts required to be performed before or 

after the period above). 

The postponement, however, doesn't apply to information returns in the W-2, 

1094,1095, 1097, 1098, or 1099 series; Forms 1042-S, 3921, 3922, or 8027; or 

employment and excise tax deposits. However, penalties on payroll and excise 

tax deposits due on or after Sept. 23, 2022, and before Oct. 11,2022, will be 

abated as long as the tax deposits were made by Oct. 11, 2022. 



If an affected taxpayer receives a late filing or late payment penalty notice from 

the IRS that has an original or extended filing and payment or deposit due date 

that falls within the postponement period, the taxpayer should call the 

telephone number on the notice to have the IRS abate the penalty. 

The IRS tries to automatically identify taxpayers located in the covered disaster 

area and applies filing and payment relief. But affected taxpayers who reside 

elsewhere or have a business located outside the covered disaster area should 

call the IRS disaster hotline at 866-562-5227 to request this tax relief. 

How to Report Your Client's Casualty Losses 

Individuals in a federally declared disaster area whose homes or personal 

belongings are destroyed or damaged by a hurricane may deduct personal 

property losses that aren't covered by insurance or other reimbursements. For 

those impacted by Hurricane Ian, the loss must stem from the declared disaster 

areas in Florida, South Carolina, and Georgia. 

For property that's partially destroyed, the amount of your client's hurricane 

loss is the smaller of the following two amounts: 

1. Adjusted basis: You must determine the "adjusted basis" in your client's 

property before the hurricane. Typically, the adjusted basis is the amount 

your client paid for the property. It increases over time for any additions or 

improvements made and decreases through depreciation. 

2. The decline in fair market value: You must determine how the "fair market 

value" of your client's property declined as a result of the casualty. The IRS 

considers the fair market value the price at which a property could be sold to 

a willing buyer in the open market. For example, if the property would've 

sold at $25,000 before the casualty but now sells for $10,000 after the 

casualty, then the decline in fair market value is $15,000. 

Once you've determined the smaller loss amount, any insurance or 

reimbursement received or expected to be received needs to be subtracted, 



resulting in a final casualty loss figure for tax purposes. 

Generally, any hurricane losses that occur within the taxable year are reported 

on federal income tax return Form 4864, Casualties and Thefts. The IRS 

requires a taxpayer to subtract $100 from their reported losses involving 

personal~use property. The total of all casualty losses for the year must then be 

reduced by 10% of the taxpayer's adjusted gross income. To report the total loss 

on your client's tax return, you must itemize deductions on Form 1040, 

Schedule A and include the deduction on this form. 

If you have a qualified disaster loss, however, you may elect to deduct the loss 

without itemizing your deductions. Your net casualty loss doesn't need to 

exceed 10% of your adjusted gross income to qualify for the deduction, but you 

would reduce each casualty loss by $500 after any salvage value and any other 

reimbursement. 

A taxpayer can claim a hurricane loss resulting from a federally declared 

disaster on their tax return foreither the year the disaster occurred or the year 

preceding the disaster. However, there's limited time for claiming the casualty 

loss on the prior year's tax return. A taxpayer has six months from the original 

due date for the prior year's return to be amended and deduct the loss. For 

example, a taxpayer would only have until Oct. 18, 2022, to amend a 2021 tax 

return for a casualty loss that occurs in 2022. 

Qualified Disaster Relief Payments 

A qualified disaster relief payment is any amount paid to or for the benefit of a 

person to reimburse or pay reasonable and necessary personal, family, living, 

or funeral expenses that are a result of a qualified disaster. 

Employers can pay qualified disaster relief payments to employees under 

Internal Revenue Code Section 139 and treat them as deductible expenses for 

the employer that the employee or independent contractor won'thave to 

include in income. The employer will be able to deduct the expense and won't 



------------

have to pay employment taxes, workers compensation, unemployment 

compensation, or pension contributions on the amount paid. 

This provision can apply to payments made to an owner or relatives of the 

owner of an S corporation or a C corporation. It may not apply to payments 

made by a partnership to a partner, but if the partner puts their partnership 

interest into an S corporation before the payment is made, then it may qualify. 

In addition, amounts paid to reimburse or pay for reasonable and necessary 

expenses incurred for the repair or rehabilitation of a personal residence or the 

repair or replacement of the contents of a personal residence or vacation home 

that's attributable to the disaster may also qualify as long as the loss isn't 

reimbursed by insurance or other sources. Additionally, the amounts received 

as Section 139 payments can't be deducted as casualty losses. 

Anyone impacted by a hurricane knows that the property damage and 

destruction is just part of the challenge; rebuilding can take a tremendous 

emotional and financial toll. During these difficult times, CPAs and other 

advisors can help ease their clients' financial burdens by calculating and 

providing necessary documentation to ensure they receive all available tax 

relief. 

Illinois CPA Society member Daniel F. Rahill, CPA,jD, LL.M., CGMA, is a 

managing director at W£ntrust wealth Management. He's also a former chair of the 

Illinois CPA Society Board ofDirectors and a current board member of the American 

Academy ofAttorney-CPAs. 
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A Guide to Casualty Loss Rules for 

Those Impacted by Hurricane Ian 


By W.G. Spoor October 2022 

If yo we ted urri n, h s what need 
know ut C s Ity loss rul s and your taxes. 

What is a casualty loss? 

A casualty loss results from a sudden, u or unusual event. In computing casualty losses, it is 

necessary to determine the of property involved since the tax treatments for personal property and 

business-use property differ. 

How does someone claim a qualified personal casualty loss? 

A casualty loss deduction for non-business property is claimed as an itemized deduction. Casualty losses can 

be deducted either: (1) on the original return for the year of the loss, or (2) on an amended return filed for the 

tax year immed preceding the year in which the disaster occurred 165(i)(1)), Victims should 

consider reducing their remaining current-year estimated tax payments or withholding in anticipation of a 

cu r casualty loss deduction. 

Can a taxpayer deduct a personal casualty loss? 

To deduct a casualty the taxpayer must first calculate the loss and then determine any limits on the 

amount of the loss that may be deducted. 

Claiming the Loss 

Individuals may claim their casualty and theft losses as an itemized deduction on Schedule A. For property 

held by you for personal use, you must subtract $100 from each casualty or theft event that occurred during 

the year after you've subtracted any salvage value and any insurance or other reimbursement. Then add up 

all those amounts and subtract 10% of your adjusted gross income from that total to calculate your allowable 

casualty and theft losses for the year. 

If you have a qualified disaster loss you may elect to deduct the loss without itemizing your deductions. Your 

net casua loss doesn't need to exceed 10% of your adjusted gross income to qualify for the deduction, but 

you would reduce each casualty loss by $500 after any salvage value and any other reimbursement. 

Hurricane Ian should qualify as a qualified disaster loss, although he IRS instructions have not been updated 



adjusted basis in the property before the event (Regs. Sec.1.165-7(b)(1)). 

How is the decrease in FMV determined? 

The decrease in FMV is the difference between the property's value immediately before and after the 

casualty (Regs. Sec. 1.165-7(b)(1)(i)). 

To calculate the decrease in FMV caused by a casualty, determine the actual price that the property could 

have sold for immediately before and after the loss. The worksheets in ~"-'-~""""'''''''-''''''''''-J....=.:~'-'='''''''-''''-=''J.,•.=:..!,;=~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~,and~,,-,-~~~~~~~,~~~~~~~~~,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, 

provide assistance with the loss calculation. 

The IRS issued and Rev. Proc. 2018-09 to provide safe harbors for the calculation of the 

decline in the FMV of the property. 

Find guidance for estimating real casualty losses in the FAQs of~~~~:!:,~~~!....\;;~~~",--

Casualty: Losses of Real and Personal Prop-erty:. 

How is the adjusted basis determined? 

The basis for casualty loss purposes is the same as the basis that would be used for calculating gain or loss on 

the sale of the property. Various events may take place that change the basis of ownership during the period 

the property is owned. Some events, such as additions or permanent improvements to the property, increase 

the basis. IRS Publication 551, Basis of Assets, provides more information on calculating basis. 

How does insurance and other reimbursements affect the calculation of the casualty loss? 

Only losses that exceed what was reimbursed by insurance are deductible. If the reimbursement exceeds the 

tentative the taxpayer may have taxable income. If the property is covered by insurance, file a 

insurance claim for reimbursement of a loss. Otherwise, no deduction as a casualty loss is alowed. 

What changes related to casualty losses resulted from the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act? 

For tax years beginning after Dec. 31, 2017, and ending before Jan. 1, 2026, personal casualty losses will be 

allowed as a deduction only to the extent they are attributable to a federally declared disaster (Sec. 165(h)(5)). 

The president of the United States makes the determination on the federally declared disaster by 

determining that the area warrants assistance by the federal government. 
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How to Claim Losses on Your Tax 
Return Due to Hurricane Ian 

Authored byAmanda Wilhelm, CPA I Directo0 SC&H Financial Advisors} Inc. 

Hurricane Ian destroyed a deal of property along the East Coast with estimates of damage in the 

mUltiple billions. If you own property in Florida, North rolina, or South Carolina, you may be 

wondering what you can do to recover your losses brought upon by Ian. 

It is possible that you qualify for federal disaster aid, including tax relief. Read on to discover the details 

and what you need to consider in order to recover some of your losses. 

What Is Considered a Hurricane Loss by the IRS? 
In the event of a hurricane, you may claim a casualty loss on your tax return if your home or belongings 

are damaged or destroyed. Casualty losses differ from normal wear and tear or deterioration. The IRS 

classifies casualty loss as the damage or destruction from any sudden, unusual, or unexpected event, 

Ii 

Floods 

Tornadoes 

Fires 

Earthquakes 

Hurricanes 

For tax years 2018 to 2025, in order to claim a casualty loss from hurricane damage, your prope 

be in an area that is declared a federal disaster. Hurricane Ian was quickly declared as a disaster by 



President Biden, and the IRS has announced that tax relief is available for victims of this hurricane in 

Florida, North Carolina, and South Carolina. 

How to Determine the Amount of Loss 

To determine the amount of casualty loss to claim, you must first perform two calculations: the adjusted 

basis and the decline in fair market value. 

1. Adjusted basis: First, you need to calculate the adjusted basis of your property before the 

damage. This means the amount you originally paid for the property, along with any 

associated commissions, taxes, or other expenses connected to the purchase. This basis will 

decrease through natural deterioration or can increase if you have improved the property. If 

you didn't pay for the property but received it as a gift or inheritance) you may need to calculate 

the adjusted basis differently and should cQntQ{LQlleJ2iol1LtaK{2[ofe..s..siQllals. 

2. Decline in fair market value: Accord ing to the IRS, fair market value means the price at 

which a willing buyer woul.d purchase your property on the market The decline in fair market 

value is the difference between what a buyer would pay before and the damage from the 

hurricane. 

Once you have both the adjusted basis and the decline in fair market value, choose the smaller amount 

as your hurricane Once you subtract any reimbursement or insurance payments from this number, 

you will have the total loss to use on your tax return. 

How to Report a Casualty Loss to the IRS 
To report the from Hurricane lan, use IRS Form 4864, "Casualties and Thefts." This form Will take 

you through the process of completing your claim step by step. 

Here are some thi to know about claiming losses. 

If the property is not used for business or as an investment, it is classified as personal-use 

property. With personal-use property, you must subtract $100 from the casualty losses you 

reported. You must also subtract 10% of your adjusted gross income (AGI} from the total of all your 

casualty losses for the year. 

> Once you have completed Form 4864 and calculated the total of casualty losses, you mu e 

this deduction on Form 1040, Schedule A. Itemized deductions are qualified expenses th e 

yourtaxable income. 



For some losses, these rules will not apply, and you should consult a tax professional to assist you 

with calculating them. 

When Should You Claim a Casualty Loss on Your Tax 
Return? 
You have two choices when you're claiming losses on your tax return. You can claim the loss on either: 

1. The disaster year 

2. The year preceding the disaster 

If you choose to treat your damage as having occurred in the previous year, you can claim the loss on the 

return or an amended return for that year, which may either reduce your taxes for the previous year or 

generate a tax refund. You will have six months from the prior year's return to amend it. 

The aftermath of a hurricane can be a very stressful situation to navigate. If you need help, SC&H is here 

to guide you through this difficult time so you can recover as much as possible. 

Advisory Services offered through SC&H Financial Advisors, Inc. SC&H also offers advisory services through 

doing business as narne ofSC&H Core. SC&H Financial Advisors, Inc. is a whofly owned subsidiary ofSC&H 

Group) Inc. 

The information presented is the opinion ofSC&H Finoncial Advisors) Inc. and does not reffect the view of any 

other person or entity. The information provided is believed to be from reliable sources but no liability is 

accepted for any inaccuracies. This is for information purposes and should not be construed as an investment 

recommendation. Past performance is no guarantee of future performance. 



NOVfMI1,E;; 16, 20?2 

IRS Releases Guidance for I~Iurricane Ian Tax 
Relief 
As we all know, Hurricane Ian was one of most devastating and deadliest storms 1n U.S. history. It also rDr\b as one of the 

alfected, 

mast with countless victims experiencing losses now estimated at aver $80 billion. For the many Weiss clients 

is especially 

n)C Inlemol Revenue Code allows in federally declared di$osler areas 10 claim djsa5ter~related casually losses 

(i.e" quolified disaster loss) either in year or the disaster or in Ihe pI lor year. Consult with your Weiss lax advisor to 
delermine which outcome is more favorable under your ;,pecific c!rcumslances. 

lndiv;duols may deduct personal property losses Ihat ore nof covered by insuronce or olher reimbursements, such as 

payments from Ihe laxpayer's employer. The affected taxpoyer must take inlo account reimbursements from federal or slote 

programs to reslore losl property. 

Nole Ihot a qualjfied disasler los5 also indudcs personal~use properly thot was subject to lhefl in fhe disasier {Ilea for the 

covered period. 

Although the 2022 instructions have yet to be flnolized, the IRS has historically a !lowed claim for qualified disaster loss for 

those who do nol ilemize deductions. Additionally, unlike olher casually losses, a qualil1ed disoster loss does not need to 

exceed 10% adiusted gross intotne to quolify for deduction; however, the typical $100 limit casualty is 

increased to For those who do not itemize deduclions, an increased Standard Deduction is for quali~ed 

disos/er losses. We await the 2022 instructions for fino! guidance On lhe losslimi!aUons for the 2022 tox yecr. In the 

meantime, keep trock of your unreimbufsed property losses, 

If insurance or other reimbursement is greater :han fhe co sf Of other basis of lrode, or business property, 

hove a If the replacement properly is similar to Ihe property in the disaster, no gain is 

and the basis in new property is the some as your baSIS in the destroyed Hawevert you must recognize gain if 
receive unlike propedy {including mOfley) as reimbursement. The rules the goin to be postponed or eliminated if 

reimbursement is used 10 acquire like property within 2 yams 

If you own or renl your prirnmy residence within the Disaster mea, spedal relief is ovailable, The rules ore morc favorable 

for losses related 10 primary residence, You may postpone gain from Ihe receipt of Insurance or other reimbursement 

for your primary for 4 years (expanded from 2 years for other personal, trade, or business properly) 

Furthermore, for contents of the home tho! oro not scheduled on your lnSIJfOnCe policy fso.colled "'unscheduled properly"l 

there is no lox gain recognized for insurance proceeds for those contents. for scheduled property (such os a coin calleclion 

or fine art) insurance proceed$ thot pay for repracement property are loxable only to the extent thot such payments exceed 

the cost of !he replacement properly, 

The tax planning and limihg of this eledion is crilicet Work with your Weiss tax advisor 01 the earliest opportunity 10 make 

the appropriate elections 10 pastpane these insurance goins. 

have lost lax records filed tax returns and the IRS wil! w(Jlve the normal 

Innovative and nexible nke the best boutique firms, 
with the brood selection of s(lrvices of larger firms, 

Wei$s & Company delivers solutions precisely tailored 

to your needs, 
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Inrern/First Year Testimooiols 

for Ihe lalest financial news you con use, subst:fibe to 

our company newsleller, The Weiss Advisor 

Ahhough i."'provldes rejief for affected taxpayers, and the Inlernal Revenue Service ossures us thot 

affected taxpayers will be afforded relief, we expect Iholloxpoyers w!1I recelve many notices related to lale cr missing tax 

rillngs and paymonts. Please work with your Weiss fox advisor to communicate wilh the IRS so fhat your lax occounts ore 

well maintained with the IRS through the period covered by the Disoster relief 



which provides relit:lf provisions rslaled to FEMA disaster declarat;on 
in October, 2022 ond covers lax deadlines falling on or ofter 

September 23,2022 and Deiore February 15, 2023. 

Individuals, households, ond businesses, including businesses l affected by Hurricane Ion thal reside or hove 
businesses anywhere in the stole of Florida qualify for relief. Florida counties ore covered by the notice. 

who are nol in the covered disaster oreo} but whose books and records are mointoined in florida, ore likewi!>e 
lor relief. 

for example, due 10 fhe extended deadlines, individua! taxpayers who had a valid exlensian unJil October 17, 2022 10 mo 
their 2021 return will now hove until 15,202310 rile. Na!e that fox paymenls related ta Ihe 2021 rclUrn were due 
April 18, 2022 nnd are Iherefor. rot by thi' extonsion. 

likewise, businesses wilh an original or extended due dole, such os a calendor·year corporation whose 2021 extensions 
expired on October 1;: 2022, also have the additional time, 

However, tax payments thot were due wlIhin the September 202210 February 15, 2023 lime window do qualify for 
Ihe exlended due dote of February 15, 2023. Consequently, following lox payments ore granted a new february 15, 
2023 deadline: 

2022 Q4 E'limaled Tax Payment, normally due January 17, 2023 

Quarterly Payroll Tax Returns normally due Oclober 31, 2022 ond January 31, 2023 

Excise Tax Relurns normally due on Oclober 31, 2022 and January 31, 2023 

Taxp(lyors wha receive a IOH;)jling or latG~poymenl penalty nolice due fo the extended due dale can 

abole the penaily. 
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Taxpayers are often unaware of how the tax code treats property damage apd 

losses susta in from na:LI ra I disasters, such as the recent 

hurricanes across Florida, the Carolinas and Puerto Rico, Many taxpayers are also 

surprised to learn that when insUI"ance proceeds or other recoveries exceed the tax 

basis of property, they may inclir a taxable casualty gaill. Under these 

circumstances, it is possible for taxpayers to defer, and in some cases avoid, these 

tax liabilities when they follow the letter of the law. 

WHEN SHOULD TAXPAYERS CLAIM DISASTER LOSSES 

Taxpayers that suffer' personal or business casualty losses in a jurisdiction that the 

federal government declares to be a disaster area (I.e., eligibie for federal disaster 

relief by FEMA) have two options for potentially deducting uninsured and 

unreimbLirsed casLla:ty losses, TIley may either 1) claim the losses on a tax return 

for the year in which the losses occurred 2022 for victims of HurriciJlle Ian and 

Hurricane Fiona), or 2) elect to deduct the losses on an original or amended 

return for the tax year immediately the disaster 2021 for victims of 

Hurr'lcane Ian and Hurricane 
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The best option for you will depend all your filing status, your taxable income and 

other deductions available to you, Claiming disaster loss in the year before the 

event occurred will typically result in an expedited tax refund that you may 

use to pay for immediate and expenses, However, deducting the 

loss in tI~e year in which it occurred may be more favol'able if you expect to be in a 

higher tax bracket that year, 

Generaliy, the IRS those affected by federally declared disasters with sorne 

form of tax relief. For example, victims of hurricane Fiona in Puerto Rico and 

Hurricane Ian aCl'oss Florida, North Carolina and South Carolina now have until 

Fehruary 15, 2023, to meet various tax-filing and -payment obligations with 

deadlines occurring between September 17, 2022, (for- Hurricane Fiona) or 

September 23,2022, for Hurricane Ian) and February 15, 20n, ThiS IS welcome 

news for eligible taxpayers and their tax advisors who now have more time to 

evaluate their options and decide if they should claim disaster losses on their 2022 

tax returns without to go back and amend their 202'1 returns, 

CALCULATING CASUALTY LOSSES 

For property, such as a pr'imary residence, taxpayers may calculate 

tI.eir casualty losses by subtracting any insurilnce proceeds or other forms of 

reimbursement they receive (or expect to I'eceive) from the lesser of: 

• 	 The decrease in the property's fair market value (FMV) as a result of the 


or 


• 	 The adjusted basis in tile property before the disaster event, which can be 

calculated as the owner's original cost to the property 

costs and improvements, minus depreciation deductions, 

received insurance and other reimbursements and previous 

loss deductions, 

Generally, you may deduct losses I'elated to property as all 

itemized deduction, but you must first reduce these losses by: 

• 	 10 percent of your gross income, and 

• 	 $100 per event. 

An to this rule exists for casualty losses to businesses and IIlcome

producillg Under these circumstances, you may deterrnine your 

deductible losses by from that amollnt any insurance nn,rr'",rk or other 

fOI'ms of reimbursement you receive (or expect to receive) as well as any 

value from the property's basis before the event. 

TREATMENT OF VARIOUS PAYMENTS AND REIMBURSEMENTS 

Insurance taxpayers receive for insured losses gener-ally reduce tYle 

dmount of casualty loss deductions may claim, However, this is not 



case when taxpayers receive insurance payments to cover the livlllg expenses they 
ARCHIVES 

incul" due to the loss of use of their primary homes or their to access therr 

homes due to government restrictions. Select Month 

Disaster-related assistance that taxpayers receive in the form of food, medical 

and other forms of assistance do not I'educe the amount of 

casualty losses may claim, unless those items replace lost or destroyed 

property. Still, taxpayers who receive certain disaster-relief n;"JmAnrC 

related to repairs or of property (e.g., home repair 

assistance and home replacement assistance payments received From FEMA undel

the Individuals and Households Program) must reduce the amOU'lt of any casualty 

loss related to the damaged or destroyed residence. 

Taxpayers who recover deductible losses in earlier years must report those 

recovery amounts as gross income in the year of However. this applies only 

to the extent that the casualty-loss deduction actually reduced the 

income tax in the year in which it was reported. IF the amollnt of the 

future year recovery is greater than the amount of the original casualty loss 

deduction, the taxpayer must generally reduce the basis in the property by the 

amount 0 F the excess. if a basis reduction exceeds the 

taxpayer's remaining basis in the property, the taxpayer may recognize a taxable 

gain. As discussecl in more detail below, some or all of this gain may be excluded or 

deferred under other of the tax code. 

SUBSTANTIATING CASUALTY LOSS DEDUCTIONS 

owners have two options for determining the Frv1V before and immediately 

aFter a event They may hire a professional and competent appraiser who 

will assess the affected in comparison with other similar The 

appraiser should take into consideration the effects of any market decline 

that may occur with the in order to limit the loss deduction 

to the actual loss resulting from to the property. 

Alternatively, taxpayers m(lY on for repairs to damaged property as 

evidence of a as long as those meet the Following criteria: 

• 	 The are necessary to restore the to its condition before the 

• 	 The repairs are only For the damage suffered by the casualty, 

• 	 The amount spent on is not excessive, and 

• 	 The value of the property after the not, clue to the more than 

its value beFore the 

Taxpayers who have insurance must file a timely formal claim with their insurance 

providers, rega:'dless of whether it puts them at risk of increased or 

coverage in the future. 



It is recommended that taxpayers expecting to claim losses take 

and/or videos of property roofs, windows, landscaping, 

etc) as soon as after incurring a loss. Such photos and videos 

may be helpful if the IRS requests proofthc,t property ineulTed damages as a direct 

result of a casualty event as a flood or a hurricane), as opposed to some form 

of "progressive deterioration" of property that may have occurred over time, such 

as weakening of a due to normal wind and weather conditions. 

Keeping good records of all and insur,lnce reimbursements is also 

important. Taxpayers should be prepared to demonstrate their ownership of the 

property, the amounts of original basis and basis in the property, the 

property's fair market value before the casualty event and the loss in value resulting 

from the casualty event. 

BE MINDFUL OF CASUALTY GAINS THAT MAY BE TAXABLE 

When taxpayers receive insurance proceeds or other payments that exceed their 

tax basis in and/or destroyed property, they are 

treated as having realized a for tax purposes as gain from an 

This result will likely many taxpayers who may feel 

that had not economically. The tax code provides some 

assistance by allowing property owners to defer some or all of these gaills 

under the involuntary conversion rules. Also, where the property that suffered the 

loss :5 a taxpayer's principal residence, thel'e is an opportunity for the 

taxpayer to completely avoid some or all of the 

To recognition of tax on gain from an converSion, taxpayers 

may make a timely Section 1033 election to use insurance proceeds to restore a 

property, I-einvest in qualified replacement pmperty that is similar or related in use, 

or involuntarily converted property held for bUSiness or investment with 

"like-kind" property. taxpayers can defer a realized gain only to the extent 

that actually reinvest the in or like-kind 

property within two years after the close of the First tax year in which realize 

any part of the casualty or three years for real property held for 

use in a trade or business and for investment that has been condemned by local 

authorities due to storm damiJge. However, the I-eplacement period is further 

extended to four years for a taxpayer's principal residence located in a federally 

declared disaster area. The IHS can also an additional extension 

of replacement limited to a of one year or if the taxpayer 

for an extension before the end of the replacement 

If the property damaged by the casualty is the taxpayel"s pl-incipal reSidence, he or 

she generally may exclude from gross income gains of Lip to $250,000 

($500,000 for married under the rules that apply to sales or of 

residences_ However, if the casualty on a horne exceeds the amount 

of the principal residence exclusion, the taxpayer defer the excess amount Linde' 

the involuntary conversion rules discussed above, 


